D&B Investigate®

Enhance Investigations with Better Collaboration

Discover how easier communication, effortless data insights, and improved information-gathering can push your toughest investigations forward.

We’re Your Force Multiplier

D&B Investigate speeds time to insights for investigators, auditors, and analysts in a trusted and secure always-on environment. Leveraging one of the world’s largest repositories of validated and compliant data, gain access to unique and innovative tools revealing unseen patterns, trends, and linkages. D&B Investigate provides a unified collaboration platform enabling users to search domestic and foreign business data, upload artifacts, and log, audit, and share case files and business intelligence across teams.

UNIFIED
A fresh perspective can turn the whole case around. D&B Investigate offers a new way to collaborate, free from administrative hurdles or security risks. All in one place.

SMARTER
More investigation and enforcement and less gathering and compiling. D&B Investigate provides a smooth, intuitive platform that pulls together critical data showing unique patterns and trends you won’t find anywhere else.

TRUSTED
Leverage Dun & Bradstreet’s extensive body of proprietary data. Drawing from multiple sources, D&B Investigate combines validated information with experienced industry support.
The power of combining collaboration, data extraction, and advanced insights to enhance intelligence efforts and strategic outcomes.

Maritime Shipping Data
Provides a window into global trade and the companies involved in importing, exporting, and transporting goods.

Business and Executive Search
Helps registered users search and view business and related executives in the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud.

Awards, Exclusions, and Violations
Brings together into one view contracting awards, exclusions, and violations from data sources including the EPA, OSHA, GCL, and SAM.

D&B Cyber Compliance powered by WhiteHawk
Provides an executive level view of cyber risks for a singular business based on open-source risk data, AI-based analytics, maturity status, and cyber security consultant commentary.

Diversity Data
Provides access to one of the largest supplier diversity databases with over 300 sources from global, federal, state, and national agencies.

Ultimate Ownership
Offers access to the largest collection of corporate family tree and ultimate ownership information to complete the corporate ownership picture, down to the individual level.

D&B ESG Intelligence
Delivers ESG analytics and insights built from the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud and in alignment with leading ESG frameworks and standards.

IP Intelligence
Discover connections between businesses and IP Addresses, domains, and web servers.
Powerful Collaboration Tools

With collaboration tools like **Chat**, **Briefcases**, and the **Investigate Connections board**, users can collect, secure, and share data.

**CHAT**
Chat allows users to log insights and findings.

**BRIEFCASES**
Briefcases are virtual case files allowing users to manage lists of companies. Users can export and import investigative information allowing them to share information in real-time.

**INVESTIGATE CONNECTIONS BOARD**
With the linkage analysis tool, users create annotated visualizations of connections among entities, highlight key findings, import, and attach documents.

Mobile App

The new mobile app for D&B Investigate lets users access their briefcases on the D&B Investigate platform from their mobile device. They can view, add documents, take and attach photos, and search for businesses close by with the "near me" search function. All while working away from their desk.

**BUSINESS PROFILE**
View business details on employees, financials, contracting, shipping, and much more.

**NEAR ME**
Discover businesses which are located near you, anywhere and any time.
Discover the impact of unrestrained collaboration and analytical insights to help you investigate threats and reduce fraud, waste, and abuse.

For more information on D&B Investigate, visit us at dnb.com/investigate
About Dun & Bradstreet

Dun & Bradstreet, a leading global provider of business decisioning data and analytics, enables companies around the world to improve their business performance. Dun & Bradstreet’s Data Cloud fuels solutions and delivers insights that empower customers to accelerate revenue, lower cost, mitigate risk, and transform their businesses. Since 1841, companies of every size have relied on Dun & Bradstreet to help them manage risk and reveal opportunity.
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